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Bandsaw machine 255 mm with variable
speed

Description

With the TOPLINE series of ''semi-automatic'' band saw machines, Huvema offers robust, top-quality
band saws for every workshop. Ideal if you want to saw single pieces with high accuracy and simple
control: the TOPLINE band saw machines offer this and more.

The TOPLINE band saw machines are designed for optimal use in precise and robust work and the
machines are equipped with a sturdy chassis and the saw arm is completely made of cast iron. In
addition, these band saws are finished with very solid and accurate saw guides. These features
ensure stable operation and therefore accurate sawing results. The TOPLINE sawing machines are very
user-friendly and equipped with an ergonomic and clearly placed control panel. In addition, the
machines are equipped with a built-in cooling system and the lowering speed of the arm is
continuously adjustable. The saw brush removes the chips from the saw blade and thus keeps the
saw blade clean. This prevents extra wear and ensures a longer lifespan. Single pieces can be sawn
"automatically" by using the bag cylinder. This makes efficient work possible, so that you can, for
example, prepare new (sawing) work while sawing and possibly rework and/or clean up previously
sawn work. After the cut, the machine stops automatically and the arm can be raised for the next cut.
The TOPLINE band saw machines are equipped with a stable material clamp with a quick-release
device.

In addition to all the advantages mentioned, this series of TOPLINE band saw machines is particularly
competitively priced for machines in this quality class!

Features:

Equipped with variable speed control
Quality band saw with a heavy duty gear drive.
Including band saw
Saw blade brush
Cylinder for automatic lowering
Clamp with quick-release device
Built-in cooling system
Hydraulic saw blade tension
Miter sawing 2 sides with preset angles
Material stop
Higher working height for greater ease of use
Easy to change saw blades and adjust hydraulic tension< /li>
Limit switch turns off power once the cut is completed
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Adjustable roller guides for precise cutting
Adjustable length stop for repetitive cutting
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Extra information

Item number 16327

Model HU 300 DV-4 Vario Topline

EAN 8718242579117

Article group HUVEMA Machines Retail

Brand Huvema
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Features

Sawing capacity 90° round 255 mm

Sawing capacity 90°
rectangular 200 x 320 mm

Sawing capacity 90° square 200 mm

Sawing capacity 45° round 195 mm

Sawing capacity 45°
rectangular 195 x 195 mm

Sawing capacity 45° square 195 mm

Sawing capacity 60° round 125 mm

Sawing capacity 60°
rectangular 130 x 120 mm

Sawing capacity 60° square 125 mm

Cutting capacity -45° round 200 mm

Cutting capacity -45°
straight 200 x 170 mm

Cutting capacity -45° square 170 mm

Saw blade dimensions 2750 x 27 x 0.9
mm

Engine power 1.5 kW

Cooling pump power 0.1 kW

Saw speed 20 - 80 m/min

Number of cutting speeds Variable

Working height 950 mm

Voltage 400 V

Weight 355 kg

Machine dimensions 1700 x 1300 x
1550 mm

Article group code 2174168
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Product images
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